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thirteen or older—-at a time when there are negativism, lack of
interest, and even resistance.
Utilize Natural Desire to Find Out. If the desire to find
out, so natural to the baby, is constantly gratified, and the habit
of acquiring information is well established, the desire thrives
and the habit continues. The boy or girl who does not give up
the whole thing as a bad job and run out to his fellows to find
amusement in some other way, who continues on in the same
mental trend, whose investigative propensity by satisfactory
use becomes stronger, uses this urge and learns the more until
the school of the land becomes second in importance to the
school of the home; and the beginnings of education having
been well founded, the boy or the girl would educate himself or
herself if the outside school were not to be had. This is not to
say that we are not glad for the established schools or do not
appreciate their very great importance in the education of our
children.
Educational Stories- Then there are the stories—stories,
stories, stories! And what an opportunity for education! It is
not every father or mother who will agree to the teaching of a
child to read while still in babyhood, but there are few parents
who will get out of telling their babies stories. Ami, let me ask,
what are stories for? Is story-telling simply momentary amuse-
ment—a task that we must perform because of baby's insist-
ence? Is it simply a pleasurable mental sensation that we are
giving our child, without thought or expectation of definite after
results? Is it merely an idle tale of fairy or fiction that builds
for the child fantastic pictures untrue to life or to reality, which
are worse for him than no education? Is it, instead of teaching
him a truth, telling him that which is false ? Does it arouse use-
less emotion, waste his nervous energy, and dissipate his powers
of attention and concentration? Is it a momentary stimulation
productive of nothing, and because of its false impression,
actually doing harm ?
Always Tell the Truth. Wise indeed is the parent or the
parent-to-be who determines in his or her mind never to tell
the child an untruth—never to betray the child's confidence or
insult his intelligence by telling him that upon which he cannot

